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Fracking Facts
a citizen perspective



Wyoming



North Dakota



Let’s Look at some Major Concerns:

• New Technology brings New Risks
• Air Pollution
• Water Pollution
• Surface Impacts
• Property Values/Insurance Availability
• Human Health Impacts
• Democracy



What is Fracking?

Fracking may be the most toxic and destructive industrial process 
taking place on the planet today.



An appropriate small business for a neighborhood?
Near our homes and schools?











How long has fracking been around?

-From NYS SGEIS draft, page 5-32, 2009

->

->

->

->

The current form of fracking has only been around for 7 years!



How long has fracking been around?

Well type Pressure Pump size Fluid 
amount

Fracking 
fluid Depth

Then
Vertical   

Single well

2500 psi under 300 
hp

app. 10,000 
gallons

Foam 500 feet

Now

Horizontal 

Multiple-
well pads 

over 
13,000 psi

over 
2,400 hp

app. 
5,000,000 
gallons

Toxic 
chemical 
mix

app. 8,000 
feet 
vertical, 
plus 8,000 
feet 
horizontal, 
or more!

The current form of fracking has only been around for 7 years.



Freshwater Use

One of the 

400 tankers required

to deliver water  

to each well!

Fracking has used Billions of gallons of Colorado’s precious freshwater, 
and plans to use Billions more!



Are Pipelines Any Better?
Temporary water and toxic flowback pipes, along with natural gas 

“gathering” lines, can leak and explode, and are largely unregulated

Compressor pumps are hooked up to keep 
things flowing - multiple points for leakage.

This pipeline was jammed into a culvert under a 
county road, creating a stormwater runoff hazard.



Jobs

After its fracking boom, Pennsylvania now ranks dead last, 
50th out of 50 states, in new job creation 2011 - 2014.

 Green, sustainable jobs?

“ Many industry jobs are not 
filled by local residents, and a 
boom town effect, including 
escalating cost of living and 
other social problems, has 

been documented (with the) 
extraction industry…”

-Midwest Energy News (2013)

Most jobs claimed are not directly connected with the industry. 
Those that are are often transient and temporary.



North Dakota



There are multiple pathways for leaks and methane migration.
Leaks are routine.

Drilling Leaks



Drilling Leaks (cont.)

90% of failures (the leading cause of water contamination) 
occur at casing connections.

“Cementing…usually comes at the 
end of operations and at the time 

that everything is wrapping up and 
everyone’s wanting to move on to 

the next well.  As such, it’s 
sometimes botched. A lot more time 
and money is then spent fixing it, or 

worse, recovering from a horrible 
aftermath.” “Unfortunately, the 
cement job is not regulated.”

-Forbes Magazine, 2012

Unless applied perfectly, the cement fill has multiple points
where it can and does fail routinely!



Fracking Fluid - what’s in it?

The “Halliburton Loophole” (spearheaded by Dick Cheney) exempts fracking from the Safe Drinking 
Water Act. Operators do not have to reveal the identities of any of the 600-1,000 different chemicals used.

Fracking has exemptions from 7 federal environmental laws, including the Clean Air Act and the Clean 
Water Act.)

Some of the toxic substances found either in     
fracking fluid or in the flowback:

• VOC’s - Volatile Organic Compounds
• Arsenic 
• Methanol
• Diesel Fuel
• Lead 
• Formaldehyde 
• Sulfuric Acid
• Uranium 238 and Radium 222/226

A typical 5mil gal frack includes ~25,000 gallons of chemicals, 
many toxic to human health!



Recovered Fracking Fluid - what do they do with it?

Schemes to deal with the toxic and possibly radioactive fracking fluid that flows back up include:

• “Treat” and release into the local drinking water supplies              
• Reuse a portion for more fracking                                                
• Spray on local roads and call it a “deicer” or “stabilizer”                                                        
• Allow it to slowly leak from tanker trucks                                   

Two Texas 
Waste Pits

<— This one 
overflowed into 
Black and Denton 
Creeks.

This one’s 
protective lining 
has failed. —>

    Most used fracking fluid (trillions of gallons) remains underground. 
Long-term consequences are unknown.

• Leave in open, above-ground pits or ponds
• Solidify it, label “non-hazardous” waste, then 

bury in municipal landfills
• Re-inject underground.



Spills

2,000 industry-reported Colorado spills from 2008 to 2012 
(about 1 a day, about 2 a day in 2014)

17% of these resulted in confirmed groundwater contamination, 40% in Weld County.

Sept. 2013 Colorado Floods

“48,250 gallons – oil or condensate 
spilled 

“43,479 gallons, produced water 
(fracking flowback) – also spilled.”              

- Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
(COGCC - April 16, 2014)

O/G surface spills and leaks are common, and contaminate local water.



North Dakota

13,600 reported spills in Colorado and New Mexico between 2000 and 2013. Together,  
the spills released nearly 102 million gallons of toxic fluids from oil/gas drilling operations.



Earthquakes

 

The connection between earthquakes and re-injection 
storage wells is well-known and established. New studies 
are connecting the act of fracking itself to earthquakes 
and geologic instabilities.

In 1960’s & ’70’s tests, pressurized liquid 
injection was used to trigger, and even 
turn on and off, earthquakes in CO 

- Colorado Geological Survey

One study, at the University of Texas’
Institute for Geophysics, found clear

correlation between injection wells and 
Earthquake Swarms

Yellow squares: Injection well sites
Red dots: Earthquake epicenters

High-pressure fracking injection wells 
cause earthquake swarms!



Property Values, Mortgages, and Insurance

• Mortgages prohibiting gas drilling becoming more 
common

• Property values reduced, especially for properties 
using groundwater

• Non-renewal of insurance policies on properties 
containing well sites

• Policies may contain a fracking “pollution 
exclusion”

• Fear among home buyers is driving down home 
prices

• “Some (buyers) don’t want to even look at 
anything remotely close to any existing or 
proposed well sites” - Boulder, CO realtor

Fracking can depress home prices, 
salability, and markets, with mortgages 
and insurance becoming less available.



Aren’t frackers good, caring citizens with families, like you and me?

Self-interest and the profit motive lead to 
rationalization and compromised values and behavior.

Tobacco industry executives
swearing to tell the truth to

Congress, before each stated,
“Nicotine is not addictive.” 



"It is difficult to get a man to understand something when 
his salary depends upon his not understanding it.”

Upton Sinclair - Author of “The Jungle”



Health Effects

The pattern: abandonment of studies, backtracking on allegations, 
closed investigations by the EPA under heavy industry pressure.

Example: Two years after its 2011 preliminary report blaming fracking 
for aquifer contamination in WY, the EPA, under intense pressure from 
the industry and industry politicians, abandoned its continuing 
investigation, instead turning it over to the very drilling company 
suspected of causing the contamination. 

(In May 2014, the Colorado legislature voted against conducting a study on the health 
effects of fracking, following intense industry lobbying.)

However, non-industry scientists and researchers have persevered…

The fracking industry and its politicians thwart government studies and 
investigations, but the growing scientific evidence is clear…



Water Pollution: Confirmed

From an Associated Press analysis: 

“4 states (Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia and Texas) 
confirm water pollution from drilling”



Contamination from Fracking Chemicals: Confirmed

From a University of Texas study of the Barnett Shale: 

“...arsenic, selenium, strontium and total dissolved solids (TDS) exceeded the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s Drinking Water Maximum Contaminant 

Limit (MCL) in some samples from private water wells located within 3 km of 
active natural gas wells. Methanol and ethanol were also detected in 29% of 

samples.” 



Radioactive Contamination: Confirmed

A Duke University study of the Marcellus Shale found: 

“…dangerous levels of radioactivity and salinity at a fracking 
disposal site near Blacklick Creek, which feeds into water 

sources for Pittsburgh and other western Pennsylvania cities.” 



 Dangerous Levels of Methane and Benzene Air Emissions: 
Confirmed

NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration):

“…Colorado’s Front Range oil and gas boom has been emitting three times more methane 
than previously believed — 19.3 tons an hour.”

“…also measured industry emissions of cancer-causing benzene and smog-forming volatile 
organic compounds (VOC’s) at levels up to seven times higher than government agencies 

have estimated.”
- the Denver Post, May 2014

Methane is between 34 and 86 times more potent a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. 
- IPCC (UN), Cornell University



Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDC): Confirmed

From a University of Missouri School of Medicine study, 
published in the Journal Endocrinology:

“...water samples from drilling sites had higher levels of EDC 
(endocrine-disrupting chemical) activity that could interfere with the 

body's response to androgens, a class of hormones that includes 
testosterone, as well as the reproductive hormone estrogen. Drilling site 
water samples had moderate to high levels of EDC activity, and samples 
from the Colorado River – the drainage basin for the natural gas drilling 

sites – had moderate levels.”



Newborn Birthweight and Health Effects: Confirmed

Cornell:

“The introduction of drilling increased low birth weight and decreased term birth 
weight on average among mothers 2.5 km of a well compared to mothers 2.5 km of a 

future well.” 

Princeton, Columbia, MIT:

“…proximity to fracking increased the likelihood of low birth weight by more than 
half, from about 5.6 percent to more than 9 percent. The chances of a low Apgar 

score, a summary measure of the health of newborn children, roughly doubled, to 
more than 5 percent.” 

University of Colorado:

Preliminary studies indicate that “with more wells in the area there are more 
congenital heart defects.” (30% increase within 1 mile proximity) 



And, as if this all weren’t enough… 

The Oil/Gas industry is now hiring ex-military “Psyops” (psychological 
operations) specialists to compromise citizens and grassroots 
groups opposed to fracking.  

The Psyops officers and their industry handlers refer to such citizens 
as “insurgents”. 



And, as if this all weren’t enough… 

The Oil/Gas industry is now hiring ex-military “Psyops” (psychological 
operations) specialists to compromise citizens and grassroots 
groups opposed to fracking.  

The Psyops officers and their industry handlers refer to such citizens 
as “insurgents”. 

Many of the same operatives, strategists, and consultants who were 
hired to promote denial of tobacco-cancer and climate change 

now work for oil/gas frackers. 



THE COLORADO CONSTITUTION

Article XX, Section 6h: It is the intention of this article to grant and confirm 
to the people of all municipalities coming within its provisions the full right of 
self-government in both local and municipal matters and the enumeration 
herein of certain powers shall not be construed to deny such cities and 
towns, and to the people thereof, any right or power essential or proper to the 
full exercise of such right.



BUT THEN! 
Oil and Gas Interests pushed through the OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION ACT

And while its stated purpose was to: 
“Foster the responsible, balanced development, production, and utilization of the natural resources of 
oil and gas in the state of Colorado in a manner consistent with protection of public health, safety, and 
welfare, including protection of the environment and wildlife resources.” (§ 34-60-101)

In practice:
It preempts non home-rule municipalities’ authority to exercise local control over oil and gas activities.

And it “prevents a home-rule city from exercising its land-use authority so as to totally ban the drilling of 
oil, gas, or hydrocarbon wells within the city.” Voss v. Lundvall Bros., Inc., 830 P.2d 1061 (Colo. 1992).

IN ESSENCE, PREEMPTING THE STATE CONSTITUTION 



So…

Do you want a fracking well…
…in your neighborhood?

…near you children’s school?
…near your home?
Don’t you think you 
should at least have 
a choice?
“Fracking is the DDT of our times.” 

- Sandra Steingraber, biologist and author 
 

“Making fracking safe is simply not possible” 
- Lou Allstadt, former Mobil Oil Executive VP



Weld County, CO, home to  

about 20,000 wells today



With thousands more planned!



OK, so fracking is bad.

What can I do? 



What can I do?
Get involved - Get active - Stay informed

• Contact your state senator and state representative at: 
colorado.gov. Ask them to put the lives and well being of 
citizens and communities above the profits of frackers.

• Write letters to the editor of major newspapers alerting 
readership about the dangers of fracking and responding to 
the fracking industry’s misinformation campaign.

• Research what’s going on in your own community 
regarding fracking now and planned for the future. 

• Join local and community citizen groups fighting to protect 
health and property from fracking.

http://colorado.gov


What can I do?
Get involved - Get active - Stay informed

• Support initiatives on local control and increased set-
backs between fracking operations and homes/schools.

• Test your home and your community’s water and air for 
toxic fracking contamination. http://cwerc.colorado.edu

• Discover how Colorado and other states can become 
completely fossil-fuel free by 2050. - Stanford University 
blueprint. http://www.thesolutionsproject.org

• Support and use more renewable energy. Reduce your 
fossil fuel use.

• Join groups like the Sierra Club and get active: 
facebook.com/sierraclubrmc

http://cwerc.colorado.edu
http://www.thesolutionsproject.org
http://facebook.com/sierraclubrmc


So…

Do you want a fracking well…
…in your neighborhood?

…near you children’s school?
…near your home?
Don’t you think you 
should at least have 
a choice?

“Fracking is the DDT of our times.” 
- Sandra Steingraber, biologist and author 

 

“Making fracking safe is simply not possible” 
- Lou Allstadt, former Mobil Oil Executive VP



Sources/Credits
Slide 

Picture pages credits: 
-blog.trejdify.com/2013/10/aerial-view-of-fracking-in-texas.html
-Google Earth
-theatlantic.com / Reuters
-the1910bottlingcompanyblog.com
-gasfreenorthernrivers.com
-cooper.edu
-frackingcolorado.wordpress.com

Freshwater. -Western Resource Advocates
-Environmental Working Group / The Endocrine Disruption Exchange
-marcellus-shale.us
-boulderdailycamera.com
-theenergycollective.com

Jobs. -Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry
-midwestenergynews.com
-oneutah.org

Leaks/Cementing/Casing.
-Forbes online, Conca (9/10/12)
-frackwire.com/well-casing-failure/
-Alberta Energy Utility Board
-timesunion.com

Fracking fluids/chemicals/disposal.
-ProPublica
-www.marcellus-shale.us
-http://nysaap.org/update-on-hydrofracking/
-ProPublica
-www.marcellus-shale.us
-www.fracfocus.org / www.fracfocusdata.org/DisclosureSearch/
-www.texassharon.com

Earthquakes.
-www.utexas.edu/news/2012/08/06/correlation-injection-wells-small-earthquakes/

            -geosurvey.state.co.us/hazards/Earthquakes/Documents/Earthquakes%20Triggered.pdf



Sources/Credits
Slide 

How long fracking:
exploreshale.org
www.kansas.com/2014/03/12/3341360/fracking-and-myths-of-the-oil.html#storylink=cpy
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSWmXpEkEPg :

- slide show presentation, Dr. Anthony Ingraffea, Cornell 
  www.ems.psu.edu/~pisupati/ACSOutreach/Natural_Gas.html 
  www.dec.ny.gov/docs/materials_minerals_pdf/ogdsgeischap5.pdf
Neighborhood small business pics?
                           NPR, MCT/Getty Images, Julia Schmalz/Bloomberg 
Property Values/Insurance/Mortgages: 
  money.msn.com/now/post--fracking-leaves-property-values-tapped-out

      public.econ.duke.edu/~timmins/w18390.pdf
       ecowatch.com/2013/07/22/fracking-decreases-property-value/

    americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/litigation/materials/           
sac_2012/15-2_litigation_looms_foggan.authcheckdam.pdf

    rerource-media.org
    marcelluseffect.blogspot.com

Have a choice pic:
    mnn.com

Health consequences pages:
    www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/01/05/some-states-confirm-water-pollution-from-          

drilling/4328859/
    pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/es4011724

                     www.businessinsider.com/fracking-leaving-radioactive-pollution-in-pa-2013-10#ixzz30TacIbjE
    e360.yale.edu/feature/on_fracking_front_a_push_to_reduce_leaks_of_methane/2754/
    dyson.cornell.edu/research/researchpdf/wp/2012/Cornell-Dyson-wp1212.pdf
    mobile.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-04/study-shows-fracking-is-bad-for-babies.html

Spills:     www.denverpost.com/environment/ci_22154751/drilling-spills-reaching-colorado-
    cogcc.state.co.us/Announcements/Hot_Topics/Flood2013/Flood.htm  
    ecowatch.com
    http://spillmapper.westernpriorities.org

Pipelines:      http://www.marcellus-shale.us/piping-water-to-frac.htm
                       http://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/danger-beneath-fracking-gas-oil-pipes-threaten-rural-residents-n187021
What is fracking? Risks graphic: “Gasland”
Professor Jacobson/Stanford University - personal correspondence
Rock Music   www.overthinkingit.com  


